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This paper is a sequel to [Bl]. In that paper we studied a class of com- 
mutative bialgebras, namely, the r-bialgebras (also called divided power 
bialgebras), graded or ungraded. We recall in particular that it was shown 
there that the coenveloping coalgebra UcK of any Lie coalgebra K has a 
natural Hopf r-algebra structure as does its irreducible component of the 
identity element, (UcK)‘. For r-bialgebras A we determined in [Bl] the 
graded r-bialgebra associated to the descending filtration {y”A}.., of A 
by divided powers of the augmentation ideal A + = y’A. In the special case 
when the graded r-bialgebra A = CnrO A, is connected, that is, A0 equals 
the base field k, this result gave the determination of A itself (the 
Milnor-Moore-Andre theorem) in terms of a Lie coalgebra associated to 
A, namely, A r UcK where K = QrA = y1A/y2A; A being connected, K is 
zero at degree 0. 
Connected bialgebras are a special case of irreducible bialgebras; recall 
that a bialgebra is called irreducible [SW] if the base field k is its unique 
simple subcoalgebra. In this paper we shall show (Theorem 2) that if A is 
an irreducible r-bialgebra (assumed throughout to have its divided powers 
defined on I(A)=(A,nKerc)+Cj,, A2i) then A E (UcK)’ where K is the 
Lie coalgebra QrA described above, except of course now we can have 
K, # 0; moreover, K is locally nilpotent (defined after Lemma 3 below). In 
particular, if K is finite dimensional then A g [( UL)‘] ‘, the irreducible 
component of the identity of the Hopf algebra of representative functions 
on the Lie algebra L = K*, and L is nilpotent. We shall also prove an 
existence theorem (Theorem 1): if K is any locally nilpotent Lie coalgebra 
then Q, [ (UcK) ‘1 z K. The respective isomorphisms are natural and give 
an equivalence of the category of locally nilpotent Lie coalgebras with the 
category of irreducible r-bialgebras, or what is the same, the category of 
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irreducible Hopf r-algebras (that the antipode in A, which exists since A is 
irreducible, is a r-map follows from Lemma 3 below and Theorem 5.3 of 
WI). 
We note the following known special cases of these results. At charac- 
teristic 0 (the “P can then be ignored) the connected (A, = k, K, =0) 
graded case (with each Ai finite dimensional, so that the results can be 
expressed in terms of Lie algebras) goes back to Milnor and Moore [MM] 
and the ungraded case is due to Nichols [Nil. For arbitrary characteristic 
the connected graded case is due to Andre [An], with a different method 
of proof of Andre’s results by Sjodin [Sj] when each Ai is finite dimen- 
sional. 
We shall also, for any irreducible r-bialgebra A, show how to construct 
a set of r-algebra generators of A such that A is isomorphic, as a r- 
algebra, to the r-algebra of divided power polynomials (the free r-algebra) 
in these generators. This generalizes the Leray theorem [MM, 
pp. 252-2531 for the characteristic 0 connected graded case, as well as the 
extensions [SC, Sj] of it to the connected r-bialgebra case. 
While present results give as special cases all the major results of [An] 
(and [Sj]) on the one hand and of [Ni] on the other, the proofs are quite 
different. To cite one difference, in the proof of the existence of an A having 
a given locally nilpotent K as its Lie coalgebra, Nichols starts with a 
polynomial algebra and describes a construction using the 
Campbell-Hausdorff formula to determine the comultiplication, whereas in 
the present paper we give a constructive method for finding polynomial (or 
r-polynomial at characteristic p) generators for our desired Hopf algebra 
as a sub Hopf algebra of the shuffle algebra ShK on the vector space of K. 
1. THE ~-ALGEBRA STRUCTURE 
We shall continue using notation and terminology as in [Bl]. We note 
that by [SW], if A is a (graded) coalgebra then any simple subcoalgebra of 
A is contained in A,, and hence A is irreducible if and only if A, is. Let K 
be a Lie coalgebra. We remark that (UcK)’ is the coenveloping irreducible 
coalgebra of K, that is, if D is an irreducible coalgebra and cp: DC- ’ + K is 
a Lie coalgebra map then there exists a unique coalgebra map 
p: D + (UcK)’ (namely, (p with its codomain restricted) such that rrp = cp, 
where z denotes the restriction to (UcK)’ of the canonical map of UcK 
to K. 
We recall from [Bl] that if a = a0 + a1 + . . . E TcK then a E UcK if and 
only if a is Lie-symmetric, that is, satisfies 
(podglm-j-1 )a~=(lj~(1-2)~l~-j-l)a~+1 (1) 
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for all m > j> 0. Thus we have the following characterization of the 
elements of (UcK)‘. 
LEMMA 0. (UcK)’ consists of UN a = u” + d + * . . + u” E ShK (n 2 0) 
such that (1) is satisfied for all m, j with 0 < j < m < n. 
We remark that if L is a Lie algebra then [( UL)‘]’ (the irreducible com- 
ponent of the identity of the Hopf algebra (UL)’ of representative functions 
of UL) consists of all f E (UL)’ which vanish on all sufficiently long 
products of elements of L, or equivalently, which come from a (finite- 
dimensional) nilpotent representation of L. This corresponds to the fact 
that (UcK)’ consists of the finitely nonzero elements of UcK, and can be 
shown using the canonical isomorphism q”: (UL)’ + Uc(L’) (see 
Proposition 4.13 of [Bl]). 
The following result, in the characteristic 0 case (when &A = QA = 
A+/A+‘), is a theorem of Leray (see [MM], pp. 252-253). Here i denotes 
the canonical map of A to Q,-A = A+/y2A. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A is a connected r-bialgebra, and write X for the 
underlying vector space of Ql-A. If p: X -+ A+ is a linear map such that 
I;p = 1 x then the induced r-algebra map p’: BX + A is an isomorphism of r- 
algebras. 
This result was stated in the divided power case by Sjodin [Sj], who 
gives a different proof from that in [MM]. However, we note that the very 
short proof in [MM] does go through in the divided power case if one 
replaces the polynomial algebra in X with the divided power algebra BX 
and the augmentation filtration on A by the filtration yA = (y”A}, ao (and 
uses either Lemma 5.2 of [Bl], which is the divided power version of 
Proposition 4.17 of [MM], or the Milnor-Moore-Andre theorem itself). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A is an irreducible r-bialgebra and CA = 
{CiA}i~o = {A’+’ k} is th e coradicalfiltration of A. Then CA is an (ascen- 
ding) filtration of A as a Hopf r-algebra. 
Proof With I denoting the subset of A on which divided powers are 
defined, write CiI = In C,A. What needs to be proved is that y,(C,I) z 
C,,A, that is, dn,yn(C,Z)sk@A@ ... @A+ 3.. +A@ **. @AOk. We 
do this by double induction on n and m, the result being obviously true if 
n =0 or m=O. Write 
Y= [(C,-,A)+8(C,-,A)+]nI(AOA). 
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Then A(C,I)sk@C,I+ Y+C,Z@k and hence 
A~n(cm’) E ~nA(cm’) E 1 YAkQ Cm4 Yj( Y) y,(C,lQk). 
i+ j+s=n 
The term with s = n is contained in A Ok, and A,, _ r @ 1 of this is con- 
tained in A @I . * * @ A @ k. The i, j, s term, when s < n, is (by the inductive 
hypothesis) contained in 
and A,,-,@1 of this is contained in kOA@ ..* @A+ ..* + 
AC3 ... @kQA. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose A is an irreducible r-bialgebra with Z,(A) = A,+. 
Then there exists a vector space Y such that BYr A as a r-algebra. 
Proof Let G be the graded r-bialgebra associated to the coradical 
filtration of A and let {Xj}jEJ be a family of homogeneous elements of G 
which forms a basis of a vector space complement of k + y2G in G. By 
Lemma 1 (and Lemma 4.5 of [Bl]) every element of G is uniquely 
expressible as a r-polynomial in the xj. For each j, if deg xi= n pick 
yj E C,A such that yj + C, _ r A = xi, and let Y be the vector space spanned 
by { yjjj~J}. We claim that the canonical r-algebra map of BY to A is an 
isomorphism of r-algebras, or equivalently, that every element of A is uni- 
quely expressible as a f-polynomial in the yj. To see this, note that each 
element of G, is a unique linear combination of elements of the form 
Yml xil "'Ym,Xjf with c m,deg xi, = n 
(where mi = 1 if xj, is odd) and hence each element of C,A is uniquely a 
corresponding expression in the yj plus an element of C, _ I A. Q.E.D. 
2. THE CENTRAL SERIES 
We now assume that either the characteristic # 2 or there exist no non- 
zero elements of odd degree. (This is essentially a restriction used by Andre 
in [An].) We shall remove this restriction after Lemma 5 below, indicating 
there how to change the definitions (as in the Appendix of [Bl]) so that all 
the results go through without the above restriction. 
Let K be a Lie coalgebra. We define an ascending sequence {K(n)},,O of 
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subspaces (actually Lie subcoalgebras) of K as follows: K(0) = 0, and, for 
n2 1, 
AXE c K(j)@K(Z) 
jtl=n 
We call this the central series of K, and write K(W) = U,K(n). We call K 
nilpotent if K= K(n) for some (finite) n, and locally nilpotent if K= K(W) 
(which is equivalent to every finitely generated, hence finite-dimensional, 
Lie subcoalgebra being nilpotent). We also set 
K(m,n)= 1 KG,)@ ... OK(j,n). 
jlt '-. tjm=n 
Thus K(n) = K( 1, n). 
We now indicate another characterization of K(n), but we shall not 
make use of this characterization in the present paper. Let us call any 
operator of the form 
[lh@~@l--h]... [lh~~oll-jz] 6 X 
an n-fold iterate of 6. Then an n-fold iterate of 6 sends K(n) into 
K(n + 1, n) = 0. Conversely, it can be seen (as in the proof of the next 
lemma) that if x is sent into K(f + 1, n) by all I-fold iterates of 6 then x is 
sent into K(Z, n) by all (I- 1)-fold iterates of 6. Hence K(n) = {x E Klpx = 0 
Vn-fold iterate p of S}. Using the dual versions of anticommutativity 
and the Jacobi identity this may be restated as K(n) = 
{xEKI (6@1”-‘)@ ... @(6@1)6x=O}.Thusournotionofnilpotenceof 
a Lie coalgebra coincides with that of Nichols [Nil. 
We pick a basis (x~}~.~ of homogenous elements of K such that J is a 
disjoint union J= J, u J2 u . . . u J, and (for each finite n) 
{x,lj~J+ ... u Jn} is a basis of K(n), and say that such a basis is com- 
patible with the central series. If j E J,, we write w(j) = n. Then 
(Xj,@ “. @Xj,lW(jl)+ “’ +w(j,)<I} 
is a basis of K(m, I). Also, 
(Xj,O .‘. OXjmlW(j,)+ “’ +w(j,)>l} 
is a basis of a vector space complement, which we denote by K(m, 1)‘, of 
K(m, I) in 0 “K. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose K is a Lie coalgebra, a E UcK, and m, I > 0. If a”’ E 
K(m, I) then a”’ + I E K(m + 1, I) + B” + ‘K, and conversely provided I > m. 
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Proof: Suppose am E K(m, 1). We have urn+’ =b+c where 
b~K(m+l,Z), c~K(m+l,Z)‘. By (1) (l’@(l-s)@l”-‘-‘)(b+c)~ 
K(m + 1, I) for 0 d j < m. But K(m + 1, E) and K(m + 1, Z)’ are each invariant 
under the actions of the symmetric group on @ m+‘K. Hence 
(1~@(1-7)~1”~~~‘)~=0 for O<j<m, and so c is symmetric. 
Conversely, suppose that Z Z m, urn+ ’ = b + c with b E K(m + 1, I) and c E 
B m + ‘K, but that am +! K(m, 1). Then nm has a nonzero term in some 
xjl 0 ... QXj, 
with w(j,) + ... + w(jm) > 1. Some w(jJ > 1; for notational convenience we 
assume w(j,) > 1. Collecting all the terms in am with the same j*,..., j, as 
the above term, we get a term 
YQXj,Q ... ox, 
with yak-K(n-1) for some n>l with n+w(j*)+ ... +w(j,)>Z 
(respectively y E K - K( cc )). Then 
6Ytf c K(q) 0 K(r) 
C/+r=n-I 
(resp. this holds for every n). 
Hence 6y contains a nonzero term in some x, @I x, with w(s) + w(t) > n, 
and so [SO lmel] urn contains a nonzero term in 
X,QX,QXj2Q *.. QXjm. 
But by (1) and the hypotheses on b and c, (60 I*-‘)LI~E K(m+ 1, Z), 
which contradicts n + w(j,) + . . . + w( j,) > 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let D be a pointed irreducible coalgebra with point g, K a Lie 
coalgebra cp’ D Fe 3 + K a Lie coalgebra map with qg = 0, and (C, D },, > 0 
the coradkaZ*fiZtration of D. Then for each j, cp(CjD) E K(j). 
Proof: This holds for j= 0; suppose it holds for j= l,..., n - 1. Then 
n-l 
dV(Cnd) = (CP Q CP)(~ -7) d(CnD) c C cP(CjD) Q cP(Cn-jD) 
j=l 
n -- 1 
c jF1 K(j) 0 K(n -A. 
Hence cp(C, D) c K(n). Q.E.D. 
We now indicate how to modify the above at characteristic 2 so that all 
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the results remain valid when nonzero elements of odd degree are allowed. 
We take as given in the Appendix of [Bl] the modification in the 
definitions of Lie coalgebra, symmetric, and Lie-symmetric. We modify one 
further definition, namely, we define K(n) (recursively) to be the intersec- 
tion of the space 
with the space which was denoted above by K(n). Now the results of the 
paper go through as stated, with minor additions in the proofs of Lem- 
mas 4 and 5; we leave it to the reader to make the necessary additions. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose K is a Lie coalgebra and { C,}, 3 0 denotes the 
coradical filtration of (UcK)‘. Then for n >O, K(n)- K(n- 1) G 
n(C,--C,-,) and hence K(n)=zC, and K(oo)=n(UcK)‘. 
Proo$ Suppose x E K(n) - K(n - 1). Since UcK is a cover of K, there 
exists a E UcK with xa = x. Suppose for some m with 19 m d n that we 
have found such an a with ai E K( i, n) for i = 2,..., m. By Lemma 4, am + ’ = 
b+cwithbEK(m+l,n)andceBm+’ K. By the dual PBW theorem, there 
exists h E UcK with h’= 0 for i = O,..., m and h”+ ’ = c. Subtracting h from a 
we get an element of UcK with our property for i = 2,..., m + 1. Hence we 
may assume that a’ E K(i, n) for i = 2,..., n + 1. Let f E ShK be such that 
f’=a’ for i=O,..., n and fi=O for i>n. Since a”+’ =O=y+‘, it follows 
that f is Lie-symmetric and hence f E (UcK)‘. But C, = (dc UcKJ d’=O 
Vi>n} and so f EC,,. Moreover f (f C,- I since otherwise, by Lemma 5, 
x = nf E K(n - l), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose K is a Lie coalgebra. Then K has a pointed 
irreducible cover (that is, a cover (C, o) with C pointed irreducible) if and 
only if K is locally nilpotent. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose K is a locally nilpotent Lie coalgebra and (xi} jsJ is 
a basis of K compatible with the central series. For each je J pick 
(homogenous) f, E (UcK)’ such that 7cfj = xI and fj E Cwcj, - Cwcj, ~ I (where 
w~,o denotes the coradical filtration of (UcK)’ ). Then {f, 1 j E J} is a 
generating set of (UcK)’ as a r-algebra. 
ProoJ: Let A be the r-subalgebra of (UcK)’ generated by {filj~ J}, 
and suppose A # (UcK)‘. For any 0 #b E (UcK)’ let s(b) (respectively t(b)) 
denote the unique integer such that bscb) # 0 but bj = 0 for all j < s(b) (resp. 
brcb) #O but b’= 0 for all j> t(b)). Pick b E (UcK)’ -A with minimal 
t(b) -s(b). We abbreviate s(b) by s and t(b) by t. Since 0 = b’+’ E 
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K(t + 1, t) we have, by Lemma 4, 6’ E K( t, t) ,..., b” E K(s, t). Also 6” E B”K by 
the dual PBW theorem. Hence b” is a linear combination of terms 
(Yn~,~jl). "' ' (Ymfxj,) (y,,< 1 if xi, odd) 
with m,+ ... + m, = s (since these terms form a basis of B”K) and 
(simultaneously) m, w(j,) + . . . + m,w(j,) d t (since bSE K(s, t)). Let f be 
the element of A obtained by replacing each xi in this expression for b” by 
the corresponding fi. Then f” = b”, fi = 0 for i < s, and f’= 0 for i> t (in 
fact this is true for each term off since t(y,f;) = mw(j)). Hence t(b - f) - 
s(b - f) < t -s but b - f E (UcK)’ - A, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
If A is a r-algebra with Z,(A) = A,+ then by a r-algebra basis, or r- 
polynomial basis, of A we mean a subset X of A such that A is (isomorphic 
to) the r-algebra of r-polynomials in X, or otherwise put, such that if Y is 
the vector space with basis X then the canonical map BY + A (induced by 
the inclusion of X in A) is a r-algebra isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K and (f, 1 j E J} be as in Lemma 7. Then {f, 1 j E J} is 
a r-algebra basis of (UcK)‘. 
ProofI The linear independence of the r-monomials in the fj can be 
seen by considering the r-monomials of lowest degree, say, s, occurring in 
a linear combination, and then considering the term in TSK, which equals 
the corresponding expression in the x? But the r-monomials in the xj are 
linearly independent. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose K is a Lie coalgebra. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of an irreducible Hopf r-algebra A with KE QrA 
is that K be locally nilpotent. Zf K is locally nilpotent then the canonical map 
$: Qr(UcK)’ -+ K, if ~rcf, is a Lie coalgebra isomorphism, and A can be 
taken to be (UcK)‘; moreover, 1+9 can be lifted to a r-algebra isomorphism 
(UcK)’ -+ BK. 
ProoJ: If K= QrA with A irreducible then K is locally nilpotent by 
Lemma 5 or 6. Conversely, suppose K is locally nilpotent and let i denote 
the canonical map of (UcK)’ to Q = Qr(UcK)‘. The map $ is well defined 
since if f E (UcK)’ and if=0 then f ~k+y*(UcK)~Ker rr. Also +Q= 
rr(UcK)’ = K( cc ) = K by Lemma 6. Suppose f E (UcK)’ and nf = 0. To 
show that t,k is injective we must show that (f = 0. Pick {xjJjGJ, {fj> jeJ as 
in Lemma 7. Then f is a r-polynomial in the fj by that Lemma. The con- 
stant term and terms of degree > 2 are in Ker [n Ker n. For the first 
degree terms 1 i ajf,, we have 0 = n Cj ajfi=Cj ajxj. Since the xj are 
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linearly independent, all 0~~ are 0, and if = 0 as desired. Also $ preserves 6 
since 
by the Lie property off: Hence $ is a Lie coalgebra isomorphism and we 
can take A = (UcK)‘. It remains to show that Ic, can be lifted. By Lemma 3 
there exists a vector space Y and f-algebra isomorphism p: A = 
(UcK)’ + BY. We write 7ry and rcl( for the canonical maps of BY to Y and 
BK to K, respectively. The map p induces a vector space isomorphism 
v:Q+ Y with xyp=v{. Then $v ~ ‘: Y + K induces a r-algebra 
isomorphism cp: BY + BK with $v-‘n,= rcK(p. Thus (pp: A + BK is a r- 
algebra isomorphism which lifts II/ since n,cpp = I@ ~ Ix rp = $v- ‘vi = $[. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE HOPF ~-ALGEBRA ISOMORPHISM 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A is an irreducible r-bialgebra with Z,(A) = A,+. 
Let K denote QrA and [ the canonical map A + K. Then [A = (UcK)‘, and 
with codomain restricted to (UcK)‘, [: A + (UcK)’ is a Hopf r-algebra 
isomorphism. 
Proof: By Lemma 3, there is a vector space Y such that A g BY as a r- 
algebra. Hence y”A = 0 and so, by Theorem 5.3 of [Bl], [is an injective r- 
bialgebra map. Since A is irreducible, [A c (UcK)‘. It remains to show the 
surjectivity. 
We write C, = C,A = A ‘+ ‘k (the coradical filtration of A). We have 
[A = K= K(co) and CC, G K(n) by Lemma 5. We claim CC, = K(n) for all 
n. Suppose not. Then there exist n > 1, q > n, and y E C, such that CC,,, = 
K(m) for m = l,..., n-l, iC,P,nK(n)~5C,, iy~K(n) but [y$[C,. We 
have ([y)’ = [y E K( 1, n). Let r be the largest index such that 1 < r < q and 
((y)je K(j, n) for j= l,..., r. If r < q we use Lemma 4 to obtain ([Y)~’ ’ = 
b+c with bEK(r+l,n) and CEB’+‘K. Since yEC,, 
(CY) ‘+‘=(@‘+‘&l,yE c icil @ *‘* Oici,+,. 
i,+ .” +i,+1=q 
Denote by N the vector space on the right side just displayed. Here we may 
assume each i, > 0 and hence (since r 2 1) each i, < q, and so CC, E CC, _ 1. 
Also 
be c K(i,)@ ..* OK(i,+,). 
il+ ... +i,+l=n 
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Here again we may assume that each i, < n and hence K(i,) = CC,,. Thus 
b E N and so c E N. Therefore c is a linear combination of terms of the form 
(Yjlzil) ’ ” ’ ’ (Yjjzif)t zi, E tIcis, 
withj, + ... +j[=r+ 1 andj,i, + ... + jri, = q (since these terms span the 
space of symmetric elements of N, as can be seen by an argument like that 
used in the proof of Lemma 4.5 of [Bl], starting with a basis of K com- 
patible with the chain CC, c CC, G . . . . here we may assume that each zi is 
homogenous and that j, = 1 if zi, is odd). For each zi occurring pick 
wi E C+ such that [wi = zi. Let d be the element of A obtained by replacing 
each zi in our expression for c by the corresponding wi and shuttle product 
by the product in A. Then (by Lemma 2) dE C, n ?‘+‘A, and in particular, 
cd = 0. Since [is a r-algebra map, [d equals the element obtained from our 
expression for c by replacing each zi by the corresponding [wi. But 
i;yi = [wi + higher terms = zi + higher terms and hence [d = c + higher 
terms, that is, ([d)j = 0 for j = l,..., r and (cd)‘+ ’ = c. Therefore y - de C,, 
i(Y-d)=iy$lG, and ([(y - d))jE K(j, n) for j= l,..., r + 1. Replacing y 
by y - d we get a higher r, and so may assume that r = q, that is, ([y)j E 
K( j, n), j= l,..., q. Therefore ([y-y)‘= 0 for j = n + l,..., q and also for j > q 
since ye C,. Thus [ye C,(UcK)‘, that is, d,[y has zero component in 
0 ‘+ ‘Ker E; but then the same property holds for A, y since [ is injective. 
(Here the vector space decomposition 
0 “+‘A=(k@(@“A)+ ... +(@“A)@k)@(@“+‘Kers) 
is being used.) Therefore y E C, A = C,, and cy E CC,,, a contradiction. This 
proves the claim that CC, = K(n) for all n. Now let {xi} jeJ be a basis of K 
compatible with the central series. For each j E J, there exists ai E C,,j, - 
Cw(j)-I with caj=xi. Letfi=[aj. Then&E C,,j,(UcK)l and (as above, by 
the injectivity of [) fj # C,,j, _ I(UcK)l. Also rrfj = &zj = xi. By Lemma 7, 
{fj lj~ J} generates (UcK)’ as a r-algebra and hence [ is surjective. 
Q.E.D. 
We remark that if {f, 1 jc J} is a r-polynomial basis of A at charac- 
teristic p then {rPi(fi) lj~ J, i > 0} is a p-truncated polynomial basis of A (if 
all degrees are even). The constructions of generators above apply in par- 
ticular to the shuttle algebra ShV. Another construction of a polynomial 
basis (at characteristic 0) or p-truncated polynomial basis (at characteristic 
p) of Sh Y has been given by [Ra]. 
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